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MagLev Demo
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 Based on Avi Bryant‟s demo at RailsConf 2008 in Portland

 For more info go to http://maglev.gemstone.com/

 I really can‟t say much more!

http://maglev.gemstone.com/
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Typical Web Application Server Architecture
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Typical Ruby Setup
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Architecture Comparison
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 Challenge of managing memory caching and persistence

 http://www.avibryant.com/2008/03/ive-had-a-numbe.html

Rails GemStone

Service Component Storage Component Storage

Persistence MySQL Tables Stone Objects

Memory Cache memcached Strings SPC Objects

Worker MRI/Mongrel Objects Gem Objects



MagLev Architecture
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GemStone/S Architecture
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What is GemStone/S 64 Bit?
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 Industrial-strength Database

 Atomic – transaction semantics with commit/abort

 Consistency – same operations produce same result

 Isolated – repeatable reads on unique session view

 Durable – transaction logs for full recovery to last commit

 Pure Objects

 No object/relational mapping (such as ActiveRecord)

 Automatic garbage collection across billions of objects

 “Stored Procedures” in Smalltalk

 Dynamic object-oriented programming language

 Virtual machine that has effective view of all objects



Does GemStone/S 64 Bit Scale?
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 Terabytes of data

 Thousands of concurrent database sessions

 Hundreds of machines sharing same data

 Gigabytes of in-RAM cache on each machine

 Thousands of transactions per second (on $$$ hardware)
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How Do I Use It?
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 Start a “Gem” process (the VM)

 Log in to a “Stone” with user name and password

 Send messages to existing objects

 Class and method creation is through message sends

 Persistent objects are referenced from a defined root

 “Globals” are shared among all users

 “UserGlobals” are unique to each user

 Temporary objects are referenced from the stack

 Objects are made persistent by being referenced from root

 New and modified persistent objects are local till committed

 Log out



Smalltalk Background
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 Xerox‟s Palo Alto Research Center (PARC)

 1970s when computer environment merged OS and language

 Smalltalk introduced Steve Jobs to GUI

 “Image-based” environment

 Modify an existing system rather than build new from scratch

 Code and data are equally just objects and saved together

 Taking a “snapshot” of objects produces a saved “image”

 Restoring image reproduces the environment (windows, etc.)

 IDE is typically built-in

 Poor support for external tools (editors, build, configuration)

 Tradition of rich native tools that know environment



Message Sending in Smalltalk
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 All expressions use messages and return an object.

 Unary Messages

 <receiver> <messageSelector>

 100 factorial

 Binary Messages

 <receiver> <messageSelector> <argument>

 2 + 3

 Keyword Messages

 <receiver> <messageSelectorPart1>: <argument 1> …

 x max: y

 x between: y and: z



Message Precedence 
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 Parenthesis

 2 + (3 * 4). “answers 14”

 Unary (left to right)

 100 factorial printString size. “how many digits?”

 Binary (left to right)

 2 + 3 * 4. “answers 20, not 14”

 Keyword (must be isolated to avoid ambiguity)



Message cascade
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 Multiple messages to same receiver (dot separates 

expressions):
x doFirstThing.

x doSecondThing.

x doThirdThing.

 Simpler to do following (semicolon separates messages):
x

doFirstThing;

doSecondThing;

doThirdThing.



Five (5) Reserved Words
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 Pseudo variables for receiver of current message

 self – start message lookup in class of receiver

 super – start message lookup in superclass of this method

 Constants that refer to single instance of special classes

 true – instance of True, a Boolean

 false – instance of False, a Boolean

 nil – instance of UndefinedObject, initial value for variables



Control Flow Using Message Sends
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 Instead of this:

if (x < 0)

{doThis(x)}

else

{doThat(x)}

 We do this:

x < 0

ifTrue: [x doThis]

ifFalse: [x doThat]

 In this example ifTrue:ifFalse: is a keyword 

message sent to a Boolean (x < 0) with two arguments



Iteration and Code Block
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 1 to: list size do: [:i | (list at: i) doSomething].

 list do: [:each | each doSomething].

 oldList collect: [:each | each * 2].

 [stream atEnd not] whileTrue: [stream next doSomething].



Methods, Variables, Returning
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between: x and: y

| a b c |

a := x <= self.

b := self <= y.

c := a and: b.

^c.



Constants
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 Numbers

 42

 -12.34e-12

 Character

 $a

 String

 'abcde'

 Symbol

 #'abcde'

 Array

 #(42 $a 'abc' #'abc' #(12 34) #())



Scope for Variable Name Lookup
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1. Block Arguments and Temporaries

2. Method Arguments and Temporaries

3. Instance Variables

4. Class Instance Variables

5. Class Variables

6. Pool Dictionaries

7. Globals
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HTTP and Session State
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 Simple request/response protocol with no “state”

 Lightweight alternative to FTP (which has login/session/logout)

 Initial design was to share research papers among academics

 “Share Nothing” Architecture

 Treat each request as unique and independent

 “RESTful” uses a “stateless” architecture

 Elegant, efficient, scalable, but not ideal for every situation



Web Applications
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 HTTP server sending dynamic content to browser client.

 Instead of returning a file in response to a request, run 

some code that generates a new document.

 Standard web servers (such as Apache) can be configured 

to treat particular directories as special. For example:

 Any request for a document in „cgi-bin‟ will cause the file to be 

executed and the result of „stdout‟ will be sent to the client;

 Any request for a document in „fastcgi‟ will be sent to an 

application listening on a port and the response sent back; and

 Any request for a document in „proxy‟ will be sent to another 

web server listening on a defined host/port and the response 

sent back.



Complex Applications Require “State”
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 Web Application

 Take HTTP request and return HTTP response

 Generally requires “State”

 Banking

 Travel reservation

 E-commerce with shopping cart

 Session State in HTTP

 Hidden fields

 Cookie

 URL rewiring

 Typically increases the complexity of programming



HTML Templates
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 Scan an otherwise standard HTML file and replace certain 

constructs with the result of some operation.

 Insert another file as a footer (JSP and ColdFusion)

 <%@ include file="footer.jspf" %>

 <cfinclude template="footer.cfm">

 Insert the current date and time:
 This page generated at <%= new java.util.Date() %>

 This page generated at <cfoutput>#Now()#</cfoutput>

 More elaborate examples include database operations, 

loops, and conditionals.

 This gets complex and mixes HTML and programming code.



Output HTML from (Perl) Program
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#!/usr/bin/perl

print "Content-type: text/html\r\n\r\n";

print "<HTML>\n";

print "<HEAD><TITLE>Hello World!</TITLE></HEAD>\n";

print "<BODY>\n";

print "<H2>Hello World!</H2>\n";

print "</BODY>\n";

print "</HTML>\n";

exit (0);

 Requires detailed knowledge of HTML in program.

 This gets complex and mixes HTML and programming code.
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Seaside: A Web Application Framework
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 “A framework is a reusable design expressed as a set of 

abstract classes and the way their instances collaborate. It 

is a reusable design for all or part of a software system… 

By definition, a framework is an object-oriented design.”

 --http://st-www.cs.uiuc.edu/users/johnson/frameworks.html

 Contrast to a library

 Use library by calling; use framework by being called

 Subclassing and overriding existing methods



Seaside
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 Created by Avi Bryant

 Avi came to Smalltalk from Ruby several years ago 

because (at that time) there were more mature tools, 

libraries, and resources in the Smalltalk community

 Now it has an international community of developers 

lead by Lucas Renggli, Philippe Marschall, and Julian Fitzall

 Early Seaside made heavy use of Continuations, but most 

operations now done with less complex callbacks



Typical “Back Button” Warning
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Seaside Demo
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 Create component

 Show “Back Button” problem and solution

 Show linear programming flow

 Edit code in web browser



No-Cost (Free) Web Edition
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 No-cost license, even for commercial use!

 Up to 4 GB database size

 Up to 1 GB shared page cache (RAM)

 Unlimited VMs (Gems)

 64-bit Linux on 64-bit AMD/Intel hardware

 Uses only one CPU on one host

 GemBuilder for Smalltalk is disabled

 Community support



Conclusion
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 Next steps

 Read Dale‟s blog: http://gemstonesoup.wordpress.com/

 Read James‟s blog: http://programminggems.wordpress.com/

 Subscribe to the GLASS beta mailing list: 

http://seaside.gemstone.com/mailman/listinfo/beta

 Pick up a copy from http://seaside.gemstone.com

 Questions?

 Contact info: James.Foster@GemStone.com

http://gemstonesoup.wordpress.com/
http://programminggems.wordpress.com/
http://programminggems.wordpress.com/
http://programminggems.wordpress.com/
http://seaside.gemstone.com/mailman/listinfo/beta
http://seaside.gemstone.com/
mailto:James.Foster@GemStone.com

